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Journalism and Political Communication Unbound seeks to be a high profile book series that reaches far
beyond the academy to an interested public of policy-makers, journalists, public intellectuals, and citizens
eager to make sense of contemporary politics and media. Unbound in the series title has multiple meanings:
it refers to the unbinding of borders between the fields of communication, political communication, and
journalism, as well as related disciplines such as political science, sociology, and science and technology
studies; it highlights the ways traditional frameworks for scholarship have disintegrated in the wake of
changing digital technologies and new social, political, economic, and cultural dynamics; and it reflects the
unbinding of media in a hybrid world of flows across mediums.
We are interested in soliciting manuscripts on a wide variety of possible subjects spanning the globe:
mis/disinformation; the dynamics of contemporary partisanship, polarization, and media; the
relationship between platforms, publishers, and political institutions; the political threats to a free
press; questions of news consumption, social media use, and political communication; the political
economy of media policy; media and the rise of authoritarianism and populism; trust in media and
political institutions; race, gender, and media; digital advertising and privacy, and beyond.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
We started Unbound with a key goal in mind: a commitment to producing works that are both peer reviewed
and public-facing. We embrace a blend of trade, trade/academic, and traditional academic books, with
monograph development, promotion, and marketing adaptable to each project. The series actively solicits
book length contributions from authors looking to write new works as well as expand upon previously
published works including public reports and white papers. We seek to push boundaries of conventional
scholarly publishing models, including experiments with open access. Send materials or inquiries to:
Daniel Kreiss
Series Editor
School of Media and Journalism
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill
dkreiss@email.unc.edu

Nikki Usher
Series Editor
School of Media and Public Affairs
George Washington University
College of Media
University of Illinois
nusher@gwu.edu

Hallie Stebbins
Acqusitions Editor
Oxford University Press
Hallie.Stebbins@oup.com

